Are older people more vulnerable to long-term impacts of disasters?
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Background: Despite the growing interest in the study of disasters, there is limited research addressing the elderly population that lead to prejudiced beliefs that older adults are more vulnerable to disasters than younger adults. This study aimed to compare positive mental health between older and young earthquake survivors.

Method: Data for this study, consisting of 324 earthquake survivors, were obtained from a population-based cross-sectional survey conducted in Iran, 2015. The long-term effect of earthquake was assessed using the Mental Health Continuum-Short Form questionnaire. A one-way multivariate analysis of covariance (MANCOVA) using SPSS (version 22) was used in data analysis.

Results: Older adults scored significantly a higher level of overall positive mental health (mean \(M=34.31\), standard deviation \(SD=10.52\)) than younger age group \((M=27.48, SD=10.56, t=4.41; P<0.001)\). Results of MANCOVA revealed a statistically significant difference between older and young adults on the combined positive mental health subscales \((F(3,317)=6.95; P<0.001)\), after controlling for marital status, sex, and employment status.

Conclusion: The present findings showing a higher level of positive mental health among elderly earthquake survivors compared with their younger counterparts in the wake of natural disasters suggest that advancing age per se does not contribute to increasing vulnerability.
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Introduction

Natural disasters, as the greatest challenges for human societies, affect millions of people every year around the world.1 In this case, older adults are among the most vulnerable groups to the immediate impact of natural disasters. Several studies have found that physical well-being of older adults is more affected by natural disasters compared with their younger counterparts.2–4 Although the short-term effect of the disasters on the physical well-being of older adults has been largely studied and proven that they are more vulnerable because of decreased sensory awareness, physical impairment, chronic medical conditions, and socioeconomic limitations experienced by many of the elderly,5–7 conclusions about the long-term psychological effects of natural disasters on older adults have been inconclusive. Some previous studies reported that the elderly are more likely vulnerable to psychological problems.4,8,9 However, other studies found that the elderly are less vulnerable to psychological impacts of disasters compared to younger survivors.10–12

There are two perspectives to explain older adults’ reactive to stressful events, including disasters. First perspective includes the maturation theory and the inoculation theory. The maturation theory proposes that older adults are less emotionally reactive to post-disaster distress. According to the maturation theory, older adults have more...
mature coping styles, which protect them against stressors. Therefore, elderly people are less reactive to stressful life events. Additionally, the inoculation theory suggests that previous experience with disaster provides an inoculation against strong emotional reaction to similar disasters. The second perspective that claims older adults are more vulnerable to natural disasters than younger people includes the resource theory and the exposure theory. According to the resource theory, elderly people are not easily able to recover because of lower socioeconomic status and weak functional capacity. Similarly, the exposure theory argues that older adults are not easily aware of the disaster signal; therefore, they are more likely to experience a greater sense of deprivation resulting from their losses.\textsuperscript{13–16}

The present study was conducted to compare the long-term psychological impact of disaster between elderly and young earthquake survivors. In this study, positive mental health was considered as an index of the long-term psychological effect of earthquake. Positive mental health includes the presence of positive feelings (emotional well-being), positive functioning in individual life (psychological well-being), and community life (social well-being).\textsuperscript{17} This is the first study that aimed to examine the post-disaster mental health differences between elderly and younger adult survivors –3 years after the 2012 East Azerbaijan earthquakes in Iran.

**Methodology**

Data for this study were obtained from a population-based cross-sectional survey conducted in 2015 on the 2012 East Azerbaijan earthquakes. On August 11, 2012, at 16:53 and 17:04 local time, two earthquakes measuring magnitudes of 6.4 and 6.3 on the Richter scale hit Ahar, Heris, and Varzaqan in Eastern Azerbaijan province, which led to 303 deaths and 2,600 injuries, and affected 60,000 people across 182 villages.\textsuperscript{18}

The study was conducted in August 2015 (3 years after the earthquake) using a self-administered questionnaire. Participants were eligible to participate if they had been directly exposed to the earthquake in 2012. The study sample consisted of 324 earthquake survivors (56 older adults and 268 younger adults). A two-stage proportional cluster random sampling technique was used to obtain a representative sample of earthquake-stricken areas. Data were collected using a face-to-face interview by trained enumerators in respondents’ homes, with a response rate of 90%. Only one resident aged \( \geq 18 \) years from each household was randomly chosen and interviewed.

**Measurements**

The assessment questionnaire consisted of two parts. The first part included information about basic demography and socioeconomic status. The second part was the Mental Health Continuum-Short Form (MHC-SF) questionnaire, a well-validated and widely used measure of positive mental health.\textsuperscript{19–21} The MHC-SF consists of 14 items and measures emotional well-being (defined as life satisfaction), social well-being (social acceptance, social contribution, social actualization, social integration, and social coherence), and psychological well-being (autonomy, environmental mastery, personal growth, positive relations with others, purpose in life, and self-acceptance). The scale has demonstrated good validity and reliability across several countries including Iran.\textsuperscript{19,22}

In this study, the MHC-SF showed good reliability: Cronbach’s alpha coefficient were 0.91 for total scale and its three subscales (emotional well-being [0.86], social well-being [0.85], and psychological well-being [0.88]).

**Ethical considerations**

The study was conducted in accordance with the Helsinki Declaration, World Medical Association and approved by the Medical Research Ethics of University of Social Welfare and Rehabilitation Science Tehran, Iran. Informed consent was obtained by explaining the aim and process of the study, orally or in written. Information was kept confidential and participants had the right to withdraw at each stage of the research.

**Statistical analysis**

Data were analyzed using the statistical software package SPSS, version 22. Study variables were presented as either the mean (M) or frequency. A two-tailed \( P \) < 0.05 was considered statistically significant. In order to reduce the risk of inflation from performing separate analyses of variance, a one-way multivariate analysis of covariance (MANCOVA) was used to examine differences in positive mental health (emotional, social, and psychological) scores between older adult survivors and young survivors, after controlling for marital status, sex, and employment status.

**Results**

The elderly group comprised 56 community-dwelling elderly persons aged \( \geq 60 \) years. The young group (aged 18–30 years) included 268 respondents with a mean age of 25.32 (standard deviation [SD] = 3.41) years. Table 1 displays the sociodemographic characteristics and positive mental health status of the subjects by age group.
Elderly people scored significantly higher levels of positive mental health (M=34.31, SD=10.52) than younger participants (M=27.48, SD=10.56; t=−4.41; P<0.001).

Results of data screening showed no univariate or multivariate outliers. The findings of the assessment of normality, linearity, and multicollinearity were satisfactory. In addition, a series of Pearson correlations were conducted between all of the dependent variables to examine the assumption that the dependent variables would be moderately correlated with each other. As shown in Table 2, a meaningful pattern of correlations was observed among all of the dependent variables, suggesting the appropriateness of a MANCOVA. Additionally, Box’s test of equality of covariance was not significant (Box’s M=9.20; P=0.173). This means that the assumption of homogeneity of variance–covariance matrices has been met, which tests the null hypothesis that the covariance matrices between the groups are equal. Although Box’s M was not significant, the Pilli’s criterion was reported because it is more robust and appropriate when there are unequal sample sizes.

As presented in Table 3, the results of MANCOVA revealed a statistically significant difference between older adults and young people on the combined positive emotional health subscales (F(3,317)=6.95; P<0.001; η²=0.06). The partial eta-squared (η²=0.06) was of medium size. No main effect was observed for marital status, sex, and employment status.

Finally, univariate analyses for each dependent variable as follow-up tests to the MANCOVA, using the Bonferroni method for controlling type I error rates, were conducted to examine individual mean difference across two groups and well-being subscales. As shown in Table 4, the results revealed a significant mean difference between older adults and young people in emotional well-being (F=9.67; P<0.001; η²=0.029), social well-being (F=10.60; P<0.001; η²=0.032), and psychological well-being (F=19.45; P<0.001; η²=0.057).

On the basis of the estimated marginal means and the results of Sidak’s t-test, older adults scored significantly higher on the emotional (M=7.32 vs M=6.00, P<0.01), social (M=11.80 vs M=9.65, P<0.01), and psychological (M=15.29 vs M=11.81, P<0.001) well-being than young group, after adjustment for covariates.

Overall, MANCOVA results indicated significant group differences in positive emotional health, wherein elderly people scored higher on the positive emotional health scale than younger earthquake survivors.

### Discussion
This study compared long-term psychological impact of earthquake experience between older adult group (aged 60–85 years) and young adult group (aged 18–30 years). After adjusting for marital status, sex, and employment status, the combined dependent variable of emotional, social,
and psychological well-being differed significantly between elderly group and young group. Older adults possessed a significantly higher adjusted mean emotional, social, and psychological well-being scores than young group.

Although some previous studies found that the older adults are more vulnerable to immediate impact of natural disasters and suffer more from injuries and loss of life in disasters than do younger people, and argued that the chronic health conditions, impaired cognitive abilities, and decreased sensory awareness that are correlated with age likely put older adults at a disadvantage in emergency situations, the results of the present study revealed that elderly survivors had higher levels of positive mental health compared to their younger counterparts.

The findings from the current study supported some studies that found the elderly survivors were less vulnerable to psychological problems. For example, the results from a study conducted 18 months after the 1988 earthquake in Armenia showed that no difference was observed on psychological disorders between the elderly and younger adults. Similarly, the results of an epidemiological study conducted after Hurricane Honduran revealed that the elderly survivors were at equal risk of developing psychological problems as the younger survivors.

As mentioned in the Introduction section, the maturation theory and the inoculation theory argue that older adults are less vulnerable to disaster-related stress. The maturation theory proposes that in the face of disaster, older adults focus on more positive emotions than younger people do. The older adults are more resilient than the young adults, especially with respect to emotional regulation abilities and problem-solving abilities. The results from a study conducted to investigate psychological resilience in the older adults (aged >64 years) compared with their younger counterparts (aged <26 years) showed that the older adults were the more resilient group, especially with respect to emotional regulation ability and problem solving. The older people have a greater investment in emotional regulation. The inoculation theory suggests that the exposure to disaster earlier in life increases people’s resistance to subsequent stress and reduces the impact of a disaster experienced late in life and may protect them from harm. From this perspective, elderly people would be predicted to experience less amount of post-disaster distress because they have experienced more stressful events than their younger counterparts.

In summary, our study revealed that older adults, compared to younger adults, may be less vulnerable to long-term impacts of disasters. The present study is not free of limitations, which should be addressed and considered in future studies. 1) Due to cross-sectional nature of the study and the absence of comprehensive information about subjects, it is difficult to make a firm conclusion that elderly people are less psychologically vulnerable to natural disasters compared to younger age groups, because elderly people may have better mental health before disaster. 2) This survey used a two-stage proportional cluster random sampling technique resulting in unequal sample size groups that may affect results. Therefore, although variance was equal across groups and Box’s M was not significant, the Pilli’s criterion was used because it is more robust and appropriate when there are unequal sample sizes. In addition, the study sample size met the rule of thumb concerning unequal sample sizes, which argues that the variance ratio of the variance of the largest group to the variance of smallest group should be 3:1 or less. Another concern that should be acknowledged is that our survey entirely relies on the self-report of the individuals completing the questionnaires.

Conclusion
Contrary to some commonly held beliefs that aging is associated with increased dependency, loss of self-control, ailment, incapacity, disengagement from life, and social isolation that may prone them more vulnerable to life crises, the results of our study showed that elderly earthquake survivors have a higher positive mental health compared with their younger counterparts in the wake of natural disasters. According to the present study, it can be concluded that advancing age per se does not contribute to increasing vulnerability. Therefore, results of this study may have the following implications for those involved in providing disaster management.

1) Consider older people’s knowledge and experience in developing coping strategies following disaster. 2) Involve older adults in the development of disaster prevention, preparedness, and management programs. 3) Elderly people can be considered as valuable resources in their families and communities to provide emotional support to other disaster victims.
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